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About

Rule 28
Formed in 2017 with one aim in mind - to produce the fastest 
aerodynamic clothing possible for cyclists around the world. 
To achieve this, we look to design each product from scratch, 

seeing opportunities that major companies miss.

Our first product, aero socks debuted with Ribble Pro Cycling 
in early 2017 during their breakout season on the track, 
becoming British Champions in the Team Pursuit. By the end of 
the year, roughly one third of all National Teams competing 
on the track were now buying and competing in our socks. 

From 2020 Rule 28 has been the official kit sponsor of UCI 
Continental team Swift Pro Cycling. Product testing and 
feedback from team riders has informed the latest generation 
of Rule28 products. Performance  honed for the professional 

peloton, delivered to you.

Rule 28 products are what professional cyclist buy themselves 
. We have been worn by multiple World Champions on the 
track and road, World Tour Teams and National Olympic 

Programmes
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Brand Ethos

Built for speed,
Backed by data.

Rule 28 is not like other apparel companies. Our mission is to 
provide riders with the best kit possible. 

No marketing hype.

Our aero products are thoroughly tested in the wind tunnel and 
in race conditions. We publish all our test data in a clear and 
understandable manner so customers can see for themselves 

just how much of an advantage our products provide.

Our training ranges are designed with input from professional 
riders to meet their demanding training needs.
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Palmares

The choice of Professionals.
Rule 28 counts itself among an exceptionally small list of brands 
in cycling from whom UCI World Tour Teams and National 
Federations will go outside of their sponsorship agreements to 
use our products. Why? Because our products are the best in 

the world.

- 4 World Tour Teams
- 20+ National Federations

- 3 Road World Championships
- 15+ Track World Championships
- 30+ Track World Cup Victories



ACCESSORIES
- Aero Socks

- Aero Overshoes
- Pro Socks

- Aero Calf Sleeves
- Aero Arm Sleeves

- Obsidian Arm Warmers
- Obsidian Leg Warmers

- Base Layer

SKINSUITS
- Neo Suit

- TT Skin Suit
- Road Race Skin Suit

- Triathlon Suit
- Wing Suit

SPRING/SUMMER
- Spring Short Sleeve Jersey

- Summer Short Sleeve Jersey
- Aero Jersey

- Obsidian Bib Shorts
- Lightweight Gilet

AUTUMN/WINTER
- Prima long Sleeve Jersey

- Spectral Jacket
- Elemental Jacket

- Obsidian Bib Tights



ACCESSORIES



AERO SOCKS
- The fastest socks on the planet

- Used by several World Tour Teams
- 2x World Championship Victories

Our flagship product and the most effective upgrade bar none 
when it comes to cost compared to advantage gained.

Features
- 40mm leg gripper for unrivalled grip

- Integrated arch support
- Hidden seams for maximal aero savings

Available in 4 sizes and multiple colour options.
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PRO SOCKS
- The ultimate cycling sock

- 9” Height

Luxury cycling socks made of a premium elastane blend that 
ensures long life and colour retention.

Features
- Breathable and sweat wicking

- Integrated arch support
- Anti-odour fabrics

Available in 4 sizes in black and white.
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AERO CALF SLEEVES
- Triathlon specific aero product
- Worn by multiple Kona athletes
ITU legal to wear under a wetsuit 

Delivering maximal aero savings to triathletes through full 
lower leg coverage

Features
- 40mm leg gripper for unrivalled grip

- Enclosed heel box
- Ultra low drag foot cover

Available in 4 lengths.
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AERO SLEEVES

Turn a short sleeve jersey into a long sleeve skinsuit 

Features
- Elasticated grippers

- Crumple elbow zone to keep aero fabric wrinkle free.

Available in 4 lengths and multiple colours.
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AERO GLOVES
- The fastest gloves ever tested

- Used by multiple World Champions across multiple disciplines

Built to break records. The gloves of choice for the fastest men 
and women on the planet

Features
- Proprietary design

- Ultra low drag fabrics

Available in 4 sizes in road and track versions.
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OBSIDIAN ARM WARMERS
Industry leading waterproof thermal fabric.

Features
- Reflective logos

- Anti odour fabric 

Available in 5 sizes.
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OBSIDIAN LEG WARMERS
Industry leading waterproof thermal fabric.

Features
- Reflective logos

- Anti odour fabric
- Soft touch gripper 

Available in 5 sizes.
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Base Layer
Sweat wicking and core temperature control in a comfort 

enhancing  

Features
- Anti odour fabric

- High stretch

Available in 6 sizes and multiple colour options.
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SKIN SUITS



NEO SUIT & AERO BASE LAYER
- The fastest skin suit we have ever tested

- Patented aero technology

- 

An evolutionary step in aero cycling apparel. This suit is the 
culmination of significant R&D. New in 2022 but already in 
use with several World Tour Teams and National Federations.

Features
- Designed for use with our Aero Base Layer

- Integrated race number pocket
- TT specific chamois

- Invisible zipper

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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ROAD RACE SKINSUIT
- The product of over 500 fabric tests

- Optimal fabric tensions and panel placements
- Developed in the wind tunnel with input from UCI riders

The ultimate suit for road racing. Perfected through the rigours 
of UCI stage races and the Elite British Calender

Features
- 2x Race number pockets

- Integrated leg gripper for ultimate comfort
- Front panel opening for easy nature breaks

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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TRIATHLON   SKINSUIT
- The product of over 500 fabric tests

- Optimal fabric tensions and panel placements
- Based on our Road Race Skinsuit

The ultimate suit for road racing. Perfected through the rigours 
of UCI stage races and the Elite British Calender

Features
- 2 pockets angled to emiminate aero and hydro drag

- Tri specific chamois
- Seamless hip to elbow side mesh panel. For increased cooling and ventilation 

- Integrated leg gripper for ultimate comfort
- Front panel opening for easy nature breaks

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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WING SUIT
- The fastest skinsuit we have ever tested

- The world’s only purpose built UCI illegal skinsuit
- Developed in the wind tunnel with input from UCI riders

Rider’s arms leave low pressure areas in their wake, slowing 
them down. Where conventional skinsuits have to use fabrics 
to ‘trip’ the air flow around the arms to reduce this low pressure 

area, the Wing Suit fills it in entirely.

Features
- Integrated race number pocket

- Custom made fabric
- TT specific chamois

- Invisible zipper

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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SPRING / SUMMER



SPRING ROAD JERSEY
- Race fit

- Lightweight fabrics
- Ergonomic rear pockets

Features
- Low profile collar
- Milk silk fabrics
- Laser cut sleeves 

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colours
 and men’s and women’s cuts.
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SUMMER ROAD JERSEY
- Race Fit

- Full mesh back for increased breathability and sweat wicking
- Ergonomic rear pockets

Features
- Low profile collar
- Milk silk fabrics
- Laser cut sleeves 

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colours
 and men’s and women’s cuts.
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AERO JERSEY
- Based on our Road Race Skinsuit

- Developed in the wind tunnel with input from UCI riders

Features
- Low profile collar

- Custom made fabric

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts..
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OBSIDIAN BIB SHORTS
- Built for the pro peloton.

- High waist lines for an anatomical fit that prevents jersey ride 
up

Do-it-all bib shorts made for rider comfort from week day crits 
to multi week tours.

Features
- Reflective logos

- Integrated leg gripper
- Elastic straps

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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AUTUMN / WINTER



PRIMA LONG SLEEVE JERSEY
 A lightly insulated jersey. Use as a stand alone top in 

autumn or to layer up with in winter.

Features
- Bold colour options
- Quick drying fabric

- Featuring a double cuff to bridge the gap to your gloves

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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HEAVYWEIGHT GILET

Windproof, waterproof and insulated. The only gilet you need 
for winter rides.

Features
- Waterproof chest panels
- Water resistant zipper

- Mesh back panel

Available in 5 sizes.
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SPECTRAL JACKET

Full spectrum, reflectivity to turn heads and stay safe on the 
roads in low light conditions.  

Features
- 3 sealed rear pockets

- Mesh side panels for breathability
- Water resistant zipper

Available in 5 sizes and men’s and women’s cuts.
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OBSIDIAN BIB TIGHTS

Industry leading waterproof thermal fabric. Ergonomically 
designed to prevent bunching behind the knees. High waisted 

to keep the elements out.

Features
- Reflective panels on the lower leg

- Elasticated bib straps
- Mesh back panel

Available in 5 sizes, multiple colour options and men’s and 
women’s cuts.
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